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Rural land use
Land use involves the

management and modification of natural
environment or wilderness
into built environment such as

settlements and semi-natural habitats such as
arable fields, pastures, and managed woods.
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Example: Grassland transformed in
farmland

GHG emissions

Loss of natural habitat

Soil degradation/
erosion

Desertification

Increased run-off/
flooding

Deterioration of
water quality
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What are biofuels?
Biofuels are liquid or gaseous transport fuels such as biodiesel
and bioethanol which are made from biomass. They serve as a
renewable alternative to fossil fuels. (European Commission)
Two categories
Conventional
(first generation)
•

Produced from food crops (e.g.
maize, sugar, starch, vegetable
oils)

Advanced
(second/ third generation)
•

Produced from non-food crops
(Waste, agricultural residues,
non-food crops and algae)
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Potential benefits of biofuels

Energy security of supply
(Alternative fuel for transport)

Climate change mitigation
(greenhouse gas emissions
compensated by carbon stored
during growth of source material)
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Biofuels and Land Use Change
Scenario 1: Direct Land
Use Change (DLUC)

Initial situation

Scenario 2: Indirect Land
Use Change (ILUC)

Cropland remains
cropland

Cropland

Cropland is
converted to biofuel
feedstock production

Natural land is
converted to biofuel
feedstock production

Natural
land

Natural land is
converted to cropland
to maintain agricultural
production level
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EU legislation on biofuels
Current regulation

Commission’s proposal

• Renewable energy

• Revised renewable energy

directive(2009)
–By 2020:
• 20% of EU final energy
consumption should come
from renewables
• 10% of energy in transport
from renewable sources
– Biofuels sustainability criteria

• ILUC directive (2015)

directive (2016)
–By 2030:
• 27% of EU final energy
consumption should come from
renewables
• No sub-target for transport
–Additional sustainability criteria
–Contribution of biofuels is capped

–Caps share of biofuels crops
grown on agricultural land

Source: EU’s GHG inventory submission to UNFCCC of 15 April 2017, EEA, 2017.
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The ECA report on biofuels
The EU system for the
certification of sustainable
biofuels
• Weaknesses in Commission’s
recognition procedure and
supervision of certification
schemes
• Schemes’ assessments did
not cover the impact on
biofuels’ sustainability of
indirect land‐use change
• Risks that statistics are
overestimated
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What did other EU auditors found?
Energy/ climate benefit

10% target

• France (2012):

• Bulgaria, Portugal, Poland

–No final conclusion can be
reached on land-use change
–Impact of policy is limited
regarding energy
independence

(2014-2015):
–intermediate national biofuel
targets not met  Doubts
regarding 2020 target

• France (2016):
• Slovakia (2014):
–Risk of soil degradation
–Negligible effect on
greenhouse gas emission

–Biodiesel target OK
–Doubts regarding bioethanol
target
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Preservation of Prespa National Park
Ecosystem
Auditing Timeframe: 2012-2016

Introduction of Prespa National Park

Created as a National Park in 1996-1999.

Inaugurated in 2000, aiming:
Reduction of natural resources’ overutilization

Preservation and rehabilitation of the
biodiversity of species and habitats.

Prespa Lakes, two of main lakes in the Balkans, consist of:
Macro Prespa Lake

Micro Prespa Lake

Why auditing Prespa National Park?
Key characteristics
Both Prespa lakes, key
components of Drin
river hydro energetic
cascade:

Key specifics

Typical karstic
hydrography

Key species
High hydric potential

Biodiversity hot spot –
73 macro habitats

Underground
discharge system that
supplies Ohrid Lake

Several cracks, cavities
and karstic caves
(Zaveri’s cave)

Audit Risks – SWOT analysis

Strengths
• Category II
protected area
• PNP
Management
Plan approved
• Reconstructed
touristic info
centers
• PNP clearly
defined
geographical
boundaries

Weaknesses
• Lack of an
efficient
monitoring
system
• Lack of
fishermen
licenses
• Sewage
discharge in the
lakes
• Urban waste
outdoors
burning

Opportunities
• Steady tourism
development
• HR
restructuring
• Potential
investments on
Solar energy

Threats
• Uncontrolled
firewood
cutting
• Illegal hunting
• Uncontrolled
fishing
• Uncontrolled
urbanization
• Ineffective
urban waste
management

Auditing criteria

Legal
• Albanian legal framework
• Eu legal framework
• Benchmarking

Technical
• Management Plan of PNP 2014-2024
• Strategy & Action Plan of the Biodiversity
• National Strategy of Urban Waste
• National Plan of Urban Waste Management

Best case scenarios
• EuroPark Federation
• An inventory of biodiversity indicators in Europe

Audit Methodology &
Data collection techniques
• Methodology:
Pragmatic approach - Combination of qualitative and quantitative data
analysis

• Data Collection Techniques
• Legal & Regulatory Framework Benchmarking
• Collection, review and analysis of audit evidences
• Interviews, meetings with stakeholders, open ended questions and
written surveys
• On spot visits and data documentation through photo shooting

Issue Analysis – Pyramid of Questions
Has the PNP preservation
been effective?

Have the PNP Management
Plan objectives been
matched?

Has the stakeholders
performance been
effective regarding:
Uncontrolled cutting of
firewood, Illegal hunting;
Uncontrolled fishing;
uncontrolled urbanization;
Urban waste management,
conservation of water
resources

Have the respective
managing authorities
cooperated with each
other?

Have there been any
improvements on the social
economical and
environmental problems
after the PNPMP approval?

Has the MoE cooperated
with the local government
entities during the
composition of the PNPMP?

Has the PNPMP generated
any social - economical
benefits for the
community?

Has the MoE cooperated
with the local government
entities after the PNPMP
approval?

Has the PNPMP generated
any environmental benefits
for the community?

Main findings and recommendations
Have the PNP Management Plan objectives regarding the
uncontrolled cutting of firewood been matched?

Findings:

Recommendations:

• Different individuals spotted
cutting trees illegally, during
the audit team park visits.

• Considering the economic
difficulties of the residents: for a
pilot area the firewood cutting
shall be contracted by a private
company/association

Main findings and recommendations
Have the PNP Management Plan objectives regarding the
uncontrolled hunting been matched?

Findings:
• Nocturnal illegal hunting
• No fire arms allowed for
the forest inspectors

Recommendations:
•

The park rangers shall be
fully equipped with fire
arms, after the MoE has
officially requested the
respective law modification

•

Controls and monitoring
increase based on monthly
& annual working plans.

Main findings and recommendations
Have the PNP Management Plan objectives regarding the
uncontrolled fishing been matched?

Findings:
• The Prespa Lakes have not been
proclaimed as Co-Management
Fishing Areas
• No fisherman licensed as a result
of non renewal of the contract
between the MoA and the Fishing
Management Organization

Recommendations:
•

Fishing Policies Directory
shall promote the final
approval of the law for
proclaiming Prespa Lakes
as CFA

•

Final approval of the CM
plan between the above
mentioned stakeholders for
10 year period.

Main findings and recommendations
Have the PNP Management Plan objectives regarding the
urban waste management been matched?

Findings:

Recommendations:

• Municipality of Pustec has not approved the
Urban Management Local Plan.

•

• Inside the PNP there are several illegal landfills
in which the urban waste is burnt.
• No urban waste bins
• Village of Tren throws all the urban waste in
the entrance of the PNP affecting water, land
and air quality.

•

Fishing Policies Directory shall
promote the final approval of the
law for proclaiming Prespa Lakes
as CFA
Final approval of the CM plan
between the above mentioned
stakeholders for 10 year period.

Main findings and recommendations
Cost – Benefit Analysis

Findings:

Recommendations:

• Option I: Existing dumps in
Municipality of Pustec: Total value 10.325.885 ALL (aprox. USD 91.000)

• The Municipality of Pustec shall
close the existing dumps for the urban
waste burning;

• Option II: Maliq’s Landfill: Total value • The Municipality of Pustec shall
+11.396.785 ALL (aprox USD 101.000) utilize Option II proposed by the audit
team, saving ALL 21.722.670 (aprox.
• Economical, social & environmental
USD 192.000) per year
damage: ALL 10.325.885
• Lost earnings for not collecting the
entire cleaning fees: ALL 1.885.300
(aprox. USD 17.000)

Main findings and recommendations
Have the PNP Management Plan objectives regarding the
lake waters been matched?

Findings:
• Devoll river still communicates with
Micro Prespa lake through a canal.
The river is well-known for its
turbulent water;
• Tren village sewage are discharged
into Devoll river, which ends directly
to Micro Prespa lake.
• No study on assessing the
damage/deterioration degree of
Micro Prespa lake

Recommendations
•MoE & Municipality of Devoll shall take
immediate measures to block the pipes
through which Devoll river
communicates with Micro Prespa lake
•MoE & Ministry of Agriculture shall
conduct studies on the level of
damages the alluvion has caused
through years to the Micro Prespa lake.

Questions?

Thank you for your attention!

Presented by: Eva Leka
Dorel Balliu
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Three common questions
1. What are the conflicting interests of
land use and other developments?
2. What mistakes states have made in land
use planning from the environmental
perspective?
3. How audit can help?
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1. What are the conflicting interests of land use
and other developments?
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2. What mistakes states have made in land use
planning from the environmental perspective?
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3. How audit can help?
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BACK-UP
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Sensitivity to desertification and drought of
Mediterranean counties or regions

Source: Map from the DISMED project (Desertification Information System for the Mediterranean), European
Environment Agency, 2008.

